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Maroš Šefčovič
Vice-President of the European Commission
in charge of Energy Union

The European Commission has taken note of the plans
of gas undertakings to build Nord Stream 2. If built,
Nord Stream 2 would have to fully comply, as any other 
infrastructure project, with applicable EU law, including
on energy and environment.

In May 2014, the European Commission set out in its Ene-
rgy Security Strategy how the EU remains vulnerable to ex-
ternal energy shocks. It called on policy makers at national
and EU level to diversify and reduce our dependency on par-
ticular fuels, energy suppliers and routes. The Energy Union
builds on this strategy. Energy security, solidarity and trust
constitute a key dimension of our framework strategy of 25
February 2015.

The key drivers of energy security remain the completion
of the internal energy market and more efficient energy
consumption. But events over the past years have also shown
that diversification of energy sources, suppliers and routes are
crucial for ensuring secure and resilient energy supplies to
European citizens and companies.

More transparency and solidarity between the Member
States are equally important. At the same time, the EU’s ener-
gy security is closely linked with its neighbours. It is in this
spirit, that on 16 February of this year, the European Commi-
ssion presented its Security of Supply Package, which
responded to many calls of this house. I believe that this pac-
kage sends a strong signal that we are building a secure and

resilient Energy Union, based on competition and coopera-
tion for the benefit of EU citizens and companies.

Let me just recall that the package proposes a revised Se-
curity of Gas Supply Regulation, an LNG and storage strategy,
changes to the scrutiny of Intergovernmental Agreements in
the field of energy to make sure they are in line both with
European law and security of supply objectives, and a Heat-
ing and Cooling strategy to moderate demand, which also
contributes to enhancing energy security. Now this package
is in the hands of the two co-legislators. I am confident that
its final form will send a strong signal that the EU is determi-
ned to building a competitive and resilient Energy Union. ▶
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CONTINUED

It is precisely in this context that we have to see Nord
Stream 2. I know that it is a subject of huge interest, some-
times concern of many in this house but also to Member
States as was reflected in the recent letter of 9 Prime Minis-
ters addressed to President Juncker. The concerns are of va-
rious nature, be it legal, geopolitical or economic.

We have taken note of the plans of gas undertakings to
build Nord Stream 2. If built, Nord Stream 2 would have to
fully comply, as any other infrastructure project, with applica-
ble EU law, including on energy and environment. Let me
underline again that EU law applies in principle also to off-
shore infrastructure under the jurisdiction of Member States
including their exclusive economic zones. What exactly with-
in EU sectorial legislation applies has to be assessed in regard
to their specific provisions.

The construction of such an important infrastructure
project as Nord Stream 2 cannot happen in a legal void. This
would also run counter to the interest of economic operators
in having legal certainty. Neither can it be exclusively opera-
ted only according to Russian law. Against the background of
colliding legal regimes, Nord Stream 2, if built, has to be ope-
rated under a legal framework which also takes duly account
of the key principles of our energy market rules.

Regarding the environmental aspect, let me stress that
energy infrastructure needs to comply with EU environmen-
tal legislation. All energy infrastructure can face disruption, or
even catastrophic interruption. Just think about the Deep-
water Horizon disaster, which taught us that dramatically.

Germany has exemplary rules for the operation of pipe-
lines connected to Norway. These rules not only fully respect
the Third Energy Package, but also, regarding the environ-
ment, set out the rules for operation, maintenance and envi-
ronmental monitoring of the three pipelines leading from
Norway to Germany. These rules are set down in legally bind-
ing agreements between the countries; agreements the Co-
mmission has examined, so that we are in a position to praise
the transparency and firmness of these rules. There are also
other good examples.

As regards the operational safety aspects of the Nord
Stream pipeline, these could have significant effects on hu-
man health. They are therefore to be assessed under the re-
levant national safety and environmental legislation (such as
the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive). We will
urge the Member States to clarify issues of environmental lia-
bility; in this context, the Commission is currently reviewing
the situation at all sub-sea entry points into the EU, and will
assess what further action may be needed.

And regarding the onshore section of Nord Stream 2,
whatever its route on EU territory, the rules of the Third Ener-
gy Package must be duly respected and the Commission will
ensure their correct application. But let me be very clear: the
impact of the Nord Stream 2 project goes clearly beyond the
legal discussions. Nord Stream 2 could alter the landscape of
the EU's gas market while not giving access to a new source
of supply or a new supplier, and further increasing excess
capacity from Russia to the EU. This raises concerns, and I am
pretty sure this will play a role in this debate.

Regarding the Energy Union objectives, the EU will only
financially support infrastructure projects that are in line with
the core principles of the Energy Union, including the EU
Energy Security Strategy. Diversification of energy sources,
suppliers and routes is crucial for ensuring secure and resi-
lient supplies to European citizens and companies. Nord Stream
2, as presented so far, does not meet these conditions.

As regards security of supply, Nord Stream 2 could lead to
decreasing gas transportation corridors from three to at least
two – abandoning the route through Ukraine. Also the Yamal
route via Poland could be endangered. Such a reduction of
routes would not improve security of supply. The European
Commission has adopted a joint framework on countering
hybrid threats. Critical infrastructure such as energy networks
are highlighted in this policy paper as potential targets. Our
diversification strategy has to be seen also in this light, if we
want to build a resilient and secure Energy Union.

Let me say here a few words on Ukraine. Despite econo-
mic and political challenges, Ukraine continues to be a reliab-
le gas partner and transit country. It is in the interest of all
parties that Ukraine remains a significant gas transit corridor.
The successful implementation of the gas winter package,
with the constructive engagement of both Russia and Ukra-
ine and facilitated by the European Commission, has helped
to secure domestic consumption in Ukraine and contributed
to smooth transit supply of Russian gas to the EU. There is no
better reassurance for Ukraine to remain a transit country and
to attract investors to its gas assets then by completing ow-
nership unbundling of Naftogaz and setting up an indepen-
dent energy regulator in line with the Third Energy Package.
Ukraine has all our support to make these necessary game-
changing steps.

Regarding the market impact of the Nord Stream 2 pro-
ject, we are carefully analysing what impact it can have on
our ever more competitive gas markets. We have made a lot
of progress in implementing the Third Energy Package across
Europe and we have to make sure that no market operator is
able to leverage its dominant position to the detriment of
consumers. To this end, our LNG strategy aims at ensuring
that all Member States have access to liquid LNG markets
which are a competitive alternative to other suppliers.

To conclude, all energy projects must be fully aligned with
the EU’s core policy objectives, including energy security. We
should not look in an isolated way on infrastructure projects.
We have to find comprehensive and well balanced solutions,
benefitting all Member States alike, as well as our neighbours
and trading partners. In this context, we have to have a frank
and objective discussion about how much gas do we really
need in the future in the post-CoP21 context and against the
background of the 2030 climate and energy framework. We
have our own projections but we have also approached the
International Energy Agency and the European Network of
Transmission System Operators for Gas who are ready to
contribute to such modeling. This would also help to better
assess, what are the most cost-efficient routes really needed.

We are today at a crossroad. I am convinced that together
we will succeed in achieving the goals of a resilient Energy
Union with an ambitious climate policy, that is to give to our ci-
tizens secure, sustainable, competitive and affordable energy. ■
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supplies to European citizens
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The EU’s goal concerning RES implementation is 20%
by 2020. Different countries committed themselves to 
different levels of implementation, but the total average 
for the whole EU amounts to 20%.

Where do we stand today? According to recent statistics
published by Eurostat, the share of energy from renewable
sources in the gross final consumption of energy reached
16% in the EU in 2014. With respect to the RED 2020 binding
targets, nine Member States have already reached the level
required to meet their 2020 national binding targets: Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Croatia, Lithuania, Romania, Italy, Fin-
land and Sweden. Moreover, Latvia, Denmark and Austria are
approximately just 1% under their 2020 targets. Therefore,
the data shows that the EU is generally on track to meet its
2020 targets. ■

OVERVIEW

Central European 
countries overtake 
the rest of Europe in 
RES implementation

Share of renewables in gross final energy consumption
in the EU-11 (%)

Share of renewables in gross final energy consumption
in the EU-17 (%)

Source: CEEP, based on Eurostat data
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EDITORIAL

Making the CEEP Report 
community even stronger

Bogdan Janicki
Editor-in-Chief

In this issue of our monthly magazine, we analyse the key 
issues that impacted upon the European energy sector and 
energy-intensive industry in the recent month.

We start with the widely discussed speech on Nord Stream
2, presented by Maroš Šefčovič, VP of the European Commi-
ssion. Mr. Šefčovič made some very significant statements.
He declared that, if built, Nord Stream 2 would have to fully
comply, as any other infrastructure project, with applicable
EU laws, especially those on energy and the environment. He
also confirmed that diversification of energy sources, sup-
pliers, and routes is crucial for ensuring secure and resilient
supplies to European citizens and companies. Yet, Nord
Stream 2, as presented so far, does not meet these conditions.

Another important speech that we shall refer to in this
CEEP Report is the address by Marcin Bodio, the CEO of CEEP,
at the 3rd Transatlantic Energy Conference, which took place
in Washington, D.C . Nord Stream 2 was also mentioned there,
but it is the issue of a strategic gas partnership between Cen-

tral Europe and the US that dominated both the speech and
the subsequent discussion there. This partnership is not pos-
sible without further development of energy infrastructure in
the region, which is a topic that Dr. Urban Rusnák, the Secre-
tary General of the Energy Charter Secretariat, elaborates on
in his interview with our publication.

It is always good to confront myths with actual data. That
is why we present you with a set of figures, which prove that
Central European countries have overtaken the rest of Europe
in RES implementation. As CEEP is a co-organiser of the series
of Energy Dialogues at the Reichstag, the current position of
German players is represented.

We are publishing more interesting information regarding
upcoming events. On May the 10th, in Strasbourg, we are co-
organising a dinner-debate, titled ‘Bridging Europe’s Energy
Divide – How to link Central and Western Europe?’ The next
day, on May the 11th, we are inviting you to a discussion on
‘ETS reform and what it means for Central Europe’. This
meeting, also held in Strasbourg, will be hosted by Marian
Jean Marinescu, MEP. I hope we can meet, not only to discuss
the future of the energy markets, but also to make the CEEP
Report community even stronger. ■
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Dr. Urban Rusnák
Interview by the CEEP Team

The Energy Charter Treaty plays an important role as part 
of an international effort to build a legal foundation for 
energy security. What have your key successes been over 
the past 20 years?

The Energy Charter Treaty was signed in 1994, and enter-
ed into legal force in 1998. Today, it includes 54 members and
more than 30 observers. The Treaty applies to all energy
forms (oil, gas, electricity, nuclear, coal, and renewables) and
to all stages of the supply chain (resources, production, trans-
port, trade, consumption, and energy efficiency).

The fundamental aim of the Energy Charter Treaty is to
strengthen the rule of law in the energy sector by promoting
regulatory stability and market confidence, thereby mitiga-
ting energy investment and trade risks. There are several insti-
tutions which promote energy co-operation, but the Energy
Charter Treaty is the only one established as a legally-binding
multilateral instrument. Multilateral rules, such as those within
the ECT, provide a balanced and effective framework for inter-
national co-operation and for strengthening domestic policies.

The Charter provides a policy platform between its signa-
tories and observer states to discuss political and legal
aspects of energy reforms. The key success of the Interna-
tional Energy Charter over the last 20 years is the fact that the
Energy Charter Treaty has significantly improved and stabi-
lised the functioning of the energy markets of our Member
States. The Treaty has been also instrumental in providing
necessary investment protection under international law to

foreign investors. Since the Energy Charter Treaty entered
into force, we have observed the rapid growth of invest-
ments within our constituency.

The Treaty contains a system for settling disputes
on energy matters. Could you briefly explain it to us?

Yes, indeed. At the time the Treaty was negotiated, all the
objectives and values related to the establishment of free
markets, such as liberalisation, equal treatment, and the pro-
tection of national sovereignty over national resources, requi-
red the means to make them enforceable in the form of a
binding document.

Due to these reasons, the Member States created a two–
sided dispute resolution system, one for state–to–state arbi-
tration and another for investor–state arbitration. The latter
system establishes different steps for investors and states to
proceed with the resolution of disputes. The system includes
prior consultations, the choice between international and do-
mestic dispute settlement, and also different arbitration fo-
rums such as the International Centre for Settlement of Dis-
putes (ICSID), the United Nations Commission on Interna-
tional Trade Law (UNCITRAL) and the Stockholm Chamber of
Commerce.

In either case, the arbitration should be decided under the
provisions of the Treaty and the principles of international
law, and it is always binding. The Treaty provides that any par-
ty may request the arbitration to take place in a State that is
part of the United Nations Convention on the Recognition and
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards of 1958. It also inclu-
des dispute resolution in other areas, e.g. trade and transit. ▶

INTERVIEW

Cross-border interconnectivity is an 
important prerequisite to promote 
energy trade and regional co-operation

Dr. Urban Rusnák
is the Secretary General
of the Energy Charter 
Secretariat. Dr. Rusnák
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the Slovak Republic 
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of the Project for 
Slovakia's External 
Energy Security.
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CONTINUED

One of the Treaty’s priorities is to promote reliable inter-
national transit flows. How do you see the role of infras-
tructure in this plan, especially the North–South Corridor?

Transit is an important pillar of the Energy Charter Treaty.
Under the ECT, the transit of energy goods and products
must be performed under the principle of free transit flows.
Ensuring secure energy supply is shared by all governments.
They also have goals for diversifying energy sources, increa-
sing energy trade and transit. For this, great investment is re-
quired. Thus, modernisation and the deployment of energy
infrastructure play a crucial role here, and governments need
to ensure the necessary flows of investments, capital and tech-
nologies. Investments are essential to build modern and in-
terconnected regional energy markets.

The North–South Corridor is an excellent example of the
idea of common vision and a long-term strategy of connec-
ting different markets in Central and South East Europe. The
International Energy Charter supports the integration of these
markets, which certainly increases the security of supply and
enable access to new energy sources. Cross-border intercon-
nectivity is an important prerequisite to promote energy tra-
de and regional co-operation.

All the countries involved in the development of the
North–South Corridor are ECT Contracting Parties, and I am
confident that the commitment of governments to provide
necessary protection to all investors engaged in this project
will have an added value on the various stages of planning
and construction. We will be monitoring the progress of the
North–South Corridor, and hopefully this part of Europe will
soon benefit from a harmonised and fluid energy market.

The Treaty requires that all Member States act to minimise
the harmful environmental impact of energy-related 
activities. What main challenges do you see in that field?

In recent months and years, the Secretariat has been in-
volved in several actions, such as the promotion of low-
carbon investments; deployment of renewable energy sour-
ces; support for the implementation of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals; and today, we are heading towards
supporting our constituency in climate change mitigation
and the implementation of COP21 goals. The International
Energy Charter activities are mainly based on the Protocol for
Energy Efficiency and Related Environmental Aspects, and
provide significant support to governments in identifying
best practices in energy efficiency policy options.

We maintain a forum, in which countries share their expe-
riences and policy advice on energy efficiency and renewable
energy issues. We try to identify and prioritise the main dri-
vers for energy efficiency and renewables investment demand
(e.g. existing policies, regulations, regulatory stability, etc.)
and the rationale guiding the supply and deli-very of sustai-
nable energy investment. We will also continue to try to ensu-
re energy access to sustainable and affordable energy for all.

What are the main challenges that you see in the energy 
markets of our Member States?

Our organisation, since its foundation, has been a com-
mon platform to promote European values in the Euro-Asian
region, in particular the former Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe. Today, with the globalisation of the energy sector,
the challenges across the world have become very similar.
That’s the reason why the International Energy Charter Dec-
laration, adopted on May the 20th, 2015, in the Hague, has
appealed to countries beyond the Euro-Asian region.

What are the countries’ needs across the world? They
need foreign investors in the energy sector. There is not
enough energy aid assistance to finance large developments
related to energy. Countries have different policy choices, but
they need to remember that investments have to last for
decades, whilst normally, governments don’t last that long.

The energy challenges of the 21st century, which the
International Energy Charter addresses, include the growing
weight of developing countries for global energy security, the
conflict between energy security, economic development
and environmental protection, the role of enhanced energy
trade for sustainable development, as well as the need for di-
versification of energy sources and routes.

What are your policy principles and forms of guidance 
regarding energy efficiency?

The International Energy Charter possesses a special Pro-
tocol dedicated only to energy efficiency and related envi-
ronmental aspects. It also establishes key principles to be fol-
lowed by the signatory states regarding the formulation and
development of policies and activities related to energy effi-
ciency, the definition of short-and long-term measures to ad-
just the energy cycle to the energy efficiency policies, the
promotion of international co-operation, and the achieve-
ment of energy efficiency goals. Moreover, we are also very
much involved in the promotion of financial measures for
energy efficiency to be adopted by the Member States.

Together with other international organisations and stake-
holders, we assist countries to explore ways to pursue syner-
gies in policies to improve energy access, and energy effi-
ciency as a tool, to increase the level of energy services that
can be provided by existing infrastructures, reducing energy
costs, and avoiding the use of inefficient technologies and
practices.

We also have a special working group dedicated to energy
efficiency environmental issues which discusses and develops
in-depth energy efficiency review reports. So far, the Inter-
national Energy Charter has developed and released close to
30 energy efficiency country reviews. Those reviews are the
key mechanism to assess the Protocol’s obligations to deve-
lop, implement and update energy efficiency policies and
programmes, as well as to provide guidance and recommen-
dation for improving the policy planning and implementa-
tion, with regard to energy efficiency. ■

INTERVIEW

The North–South Corridor
is an excellent example of
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enable access to new energy
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The US can support Europe, especially Central Europe,
by influencing its energy security policy. When it comes
to the EU-11’s gas dependency on one supplier, the trade 
role that the US can play will be an integral part of a better 
and fairer world. This was argued by Marcin Bodio, the CEO 
of CEEP, at the 3rd Transatlantic Energy Conference, which 
took place on April the 4th, 2016, in Washington, D.C.

This conference edition focused on the theme: ‘American
gas for Europe’. In his well-received speech, Mr. Bodio broadly
covered the topic of LNG, as well as touching upon such
areas as the EU’s proposed Energy Union, the TTIP, and the
crucial North–South Corridor. He also looked at how gas mar-
kets are developing globally, including Gazprom’s response
to the ongoing changes. The EU-11’s gas dependency on one
supplier was also highlighted, whilst all of these topics were
underpinned by the subject of energy security.

“This is something of a European fixation, but a vitally
important one. As energy is the universal cornerstone of our
civilisation, Europe is, and will remain in the foreseeable
future, a net importer of energy, one of the biggest in the
world. Europe has always been concerned with energy and
energy security policy, and has constantly been in search of
new sources of energy, to fuel the growth and well-being of
its societies. So, as the US has a lot to offer Europe, in that
respect, it comes as no surprise that energy and the security
of energy supply have been subjects of the transatlantic
debate for a long time,” Mr. Bodio proclaimed.

It is worth remembering that CEEP’s involvement in pro-
moting political and commercial relations between European
and American partners, was initiated during the two editions
of the LNG Europe–US Roundtables, which were both held in
2015, the first in May in Brussels, and the second in No-
vember, in Washington D.C. By bringing together European
and American senior political officials, as well as business
executives representing LNG, CEEP managed to discuss the
current trends within their respective energy sectors. The
talks also placed an emphasis on the security of supply of
energy to Europe, and resulted in drafting progressive, prac-
tical solutions based upon potential LNG trading, and LNG
investment co-operation between Europe and the US.

According to Mr. Bodio, “current exchanges and debates
continue to be important for enhancing Europe’s security of
supply, through reinforcing the partnership with the US, in
the context of LNG imports, especially as the global security
landscape and Russia’s uneasy relationship with the West are
issues growing in complexity. The crisis in Ukraine, and the
repeated attempts to use energy exports as tools, with which
to exert political pressure and influence, by Europe’s major
gas supplier, have highlighted the need for solidarity and co-
llaboration within Europe, and with partners beyond its fron-
tiers. The United States can support Europe, especially Central
Europe, by influencing its energy security policy.”

The CEO of CEEP further argued, to his largely American
audience, that exporting gas to Europe is deemed to be in
the US national interest, as well . Expectations of future supply
will impact on market stability and infrastructure investment
decisions, made today. The US shale gas boom will also have
a great impact on the competitiveness of the European gas
market and its energy security. “We are all aware that recently
the first shipment of LNG departed from the LNG Sabine Pass
hub in Louisiana. We believe that there will be increasingly
more shipments directed towards Europe this year, as some
of the long-term contracts have already been negotiated, and
it means that their economic conditions are competitive enough,
when compared with the Russian pipe-line offer,” Mr. Bodio
underlined.

Although CEEP thinks that the European Union needs fair
partnerships, a recent study (‘Energy Union Choices – A Pers-
pective on Infrastructure and Energy Security in the Transi-
tion’) shows that under normal market conditions, Europe
does not need any new import capacities. The analysis proves
that the current gas infrastructure is sufficient to ensure
security of supply in 2030, in Europe, even within a high de-
mand scenario. Therefore, CEEP agrees with the opinion of
the study’s authors, that there is no need for new import
capacity, from Russia to Germany, as in the case of the pro-
posed Nord Stream 2, but we should think further about
diversification. In this context, Mr. Bodio mentioned the Baltic
Pipe, which is on the PCI list, between Denmark and Poland.
When completed, it will transport natural gas from Norway to
Poland, via Denmark.

As for a specific Central European perspective, the CEO of
CEEP stressed that the EU-11 is, overall, significantly more
dependent on Russia as a supplier of energy than the EU-15.
This is particularly applicable in the case of natural gas. “Whilst
the EU-15 imports about 21% of their gas supplies from ▶

EVENTCEEP ACTIVITY

CEEP in Washington, D.C.:
Central Europe ready for a gas 
partnership with the United States

We are all aware that recently 
the first shipment of LNG 
departed from the LNG Sabine 
Pass hub in Louisiana. We believe 
that there will be increasingly 
more shipments directed 
towards Europe this year

Marcin 
Bodio
CEO, CEEP
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World LNG trade in 2015
The World’s LNG trade grew by 2.5% to an all-time high

of 245.2mn metric tonnes in 2015, according to the latest
annual report of the International Group of Liquefied Na-
tural Gas Importers (GIIGNL). Asia still absorbed 72% of
world LNG trade, despite an overall decline by 1.7%, with
markets in Japan and South Korea, falling by 4.7% and
11.2%, respectively.

OMV and Gazprom deepen strategic co-operation
Russian giant Gazprom and Austria’s OMV signed key

documents on the 1st of April, 2016, in St Petersburg, to
further develop their strategic co-operation, first sketched
out six months ago. This involves a planned asset swap,
and would enable OMV to acquire a 24.98% strategic stake
in the project for developing Blocks 4A and 5A of the Achi-
mov deposits at the Urengoi field in western Siberia.

The joint Gazprom/OMV statement did not state what
assets OMV is offering. However, an OMV spokesman said
they would include OMV assets in offshore Norway and
UK, though how many assets in each country, and what
share of each asset, has yet to be decided. OMV’s main
interests in offshore Norway, include the existing Gullfaks
and Gudrun fields (both oil and gas), plus the Aasta
Hansteen (gas) and Edvard Grieg (oil) field developments.
Final negotiations on the details of the swap are to be
completed later this year.

Iranian LNG could start to play a significant role
in Europe’s energy-mix

Energy Commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete visited Iran,
as part of an EU mission seeking to expand commercial
and political ties with the country, following last year’s nuc-
lear deal, and January’s lifting of sanctions on Tehran. Iran,
a major supplier of energy to the EU, before tight sanctions
were imposed over the country’s nuclear activities, has one
of the world’s largest natural-gas reserves.

The European Commission has estimated that, by 2030,
the bloc could be importing between 25 bcm and 35 bcm
of gas from Iran, much of it in the form of LNG. Mr. Cañete
said he now believes significant volumes could already
start flowing in the next three to four years. However, the
flagship Iran LNG plant is believed to be two years away
from completion, and Iran will need major investment in
key technology to further develop its LNG sector.

Global glut leaves supertankers in a huge jam
As ports struggle to cope with a global oil glut, enor-

mous queues of supertankers have lined up in some of the
world’s busiest sea lanes, with some 200 million barrels of
crude waiting to be loaded or delivered. The vessels would
stretch for almost 40 km, if they formed one straight line.
The worst congestion is in the Middle-East, where soaring
output is available for export, and Asia, where ravenous
demand from consumers has been triggered by the cheap
cost of fuel.

The Netherlands boosts electric car future
with petrol and diesel ban by 2025

The electric car industry has just received a massive
boost to its future, with Dutch politicians voting through a
motion, calling on the country to ban sales of new petrol
and diesel cars, starting in 2025. Currently, electric car sales
in the Netherlands stand at just under 10%, so this situa-
tion is starkly different from the one envisaged for the next
decade.

The amended proposal will allow existing cars to stay in
use, but the vote represents the earliest date yet, when a
major country begins to phase out polluting transporta-
tion. Opponents of the motion called it “unrealistic”, and
will hope that the bill is not passed by the Senate. Howe-
ver, it looks as though the Netherlands has set a defining
benchmark for the rest of the EU Member States to follow
suit, sooner or later.

CONTINUED

Russia, the EU-11’s share is 60% (as of 2013). As a comparison,
the entire EU-28’s average is about 27%. However, the depen-
dency on Russian gas supplies within the EU-11 is relatively
uneven: Croatia does not import any Russian gas, and
Romania relies on Russia for only about 15% of their supplies.
As of 2013, the Baltic States, on other hand, were 100%
dependent on Russian supplies, whilst Bulgaria’s share stood
at 97%. This picture has changed, recently, particularly in the
case of Lithuania, with dependency on Russian imports drop-
ping to below 50%, as the LNG terminal in Klaipeda was put
into commercial operation, and it started receiving LNG ex-
ports from Norway,” Mr. Bodio noted.

The EU-11’s vulnerability, due to its high dependence on a
single supplier of gas, means that the region is in funda-
mental need of a backbone gas transmission network along
the North-South Gas Corridor. In CEEP’s opinion, such a core
connection could lead from Poland, via the Czech Republic ,
Slovakia, and Hungary, and across the Western Balkans to
Croatia. “We believe that the comprehensive development of
such a Corridor would enable C entral Europe to gain access
to additional suppliers, and effectively distribute gas resour-
ces across the entire region. Soon, Poland will launch com-

mercial operations in its newly-constructed LNG terminal in
Świnoujście. An additional LNG import facility has been pro-
posed for the Croatian Krk island – a floating offshore termi-
nal. Implementation of these LNG projects, together with
complementary investments in gas infrastructure (cross-bor-
der and internal pipelines), would allow the EU-11 to gain di-
rect or indirect access to LNG imports, both via the Baltic and
Adriatic Seas,” CEEP’s CEO maintained.

In this context, many respected US energy experts have
been backing the idea of LNG exports to the EU. “Thanks to
the development of LNG technology, the construction of gas
facilities in the US and Europe, the expansion of domestic net-
works, as well as interconnections between the EU Member
States, we find ourselves in a situation, where we are no long-
er bound to purchase gas from one source only. The Euro-
pean Union, and especially the C entral European region,
require further attention, and could well be a focal point of
the US in the context of energy supplies. In order to obtain
that, we should deepen our relations to create the appro-
priate conditions for ensuring the security and continuity of
supply, as well as our mutual business development. Let us
remember that the gas industry is not about the short-term;
we are thinking about the energy needs of the world from
2030 to 2050,” Mr. Bodio firmly concluded. ■

CEEP ACTIVITY
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MEMBERS NEWSFLASH

Roman Góralski
Spokesperson, PERN Przyjaźń (CEEP member)

The Baltic Sea has now a new ‘window’ to the global oil 
markets. On April the 8th, 2016, an oil tanker, Stena Arctica, 
pumped 100,000 tonnes of crude oil into the terminal’s 
tanks. This marked the official launch of commercial 
operations at the crude oil storage facility.

The pumping and shipment of crude oil – from the tanker,
via Naftoport in Gdańsk, to the terminal – took nineteen
hours, which was in accordance with the planned schedule.
All the equipment and installations worked perfectly. Accor-
ding to Krzysztof Tchórzewski, Poland’s Minister of Energy, the
terminal will “ensure a stabilised flow of crude oil into the Po-
lish economy,” which will vastly strengthen the country’s ene-
rgy security.

With six massive tanks, each able to contain 62,500 cubic
metres of oil, the terminal is the first fully-equipped facility of
this kind in Poland. It is provided with external and internal oil
pipelines, a sewage treatment plant, oil pumps, fire pumps
with four water reservoirs of 2,500 cubic metres each, as well
as complete transportation, water treatment, and power inf-
rastructure. The whole project was completed in line with the
EU’s top construction and environmental standards.

“The construction and commissioning of the terminal was,
indeed, a great challenge,” Igor Wasilewski, the chief executive
of PERN, told the CEEP Report. “Yet, we are now facing a new
challenge, which is even bigger than the previous one. This is
making optimum use of the terminal’s capacity, in order to
ensure maximum profits for the company, the city, the re-
gion, and the whole country. The terminal itself has the pote-
ntial to trade with more than 10 million tonnes of crude oil
per year.”

The terminal allows the separation and storage of various
types of crude oil, from all parts of the world. It also facilitates
its further transportation to the country’s major refineries,
both in Gdańsk and Płock. With a full capacity of 375,000 cu-
bic metres, the terminal gives the Polish refining sector a chan-

ce to purchase larger amounts of crude oil, at a lower price. It
also opens Poland up for new trading opportunities, in terms
of transaction models, resource suppliers, and shipment fle-
xibility.

The terminal was built in a duty-free zone. It was com-
pleted at a cost of EUR 96 million, in line with estimates. Its
construction went together with the development of Nafto-
port, which is PERN’s subsidiary, responsible for the shipment
of crude oil and refined oil products in the Port of Gdańsk. In
June, 2015, Naftoport completed its fifth handling jetty, thus
raising its reloading capacity to 2 million tonnes of oil and refi-
ned oil products per year. The new handling jetty, T1 , allows
five ships to be serviced at the same time. This gives the
remaining four handling jetties more oil reloading poten-
tial.

Altogether, the facilities can serve approximately 40 mil-
lion tonnes of oil and refined products, covering not only Po-
land’s needs, but those of other countries, too.

In the last three years, PERN has developed its oil storage
capacity from 3.2 to 3.5 million cubic metres. The potential of

a further 200,000 cubic metres in Gdańsk is being analysed.
The company is also considering major investment near
Płock, where the country’s largest refinery is located. Additio-
nally, analysis is in progress, when it comes to the develop-
ment of a reverse-pipeline from Central Poland (Płock) to the
country’s border with Belarus (Adamowo), where one of the
oil tank farms is located. In the case of a crisis this would al-
low for the transportation of crude oil from Gdańsk to Ada-
mowo, or vice-versa. ■

Increasing Poland’s energy security

PERN opens a new
crude oil terminal
in Gdańsk

The terminal allows the 
separation and storage of 
various types of crude oil,
from all parts of the world.
It also facilitates its further 
transportation to the country’s 
major refineries. With a full 
capacity of 375,000 cubic 
metres, the terminal gives the 
Polish refining sector a chance 
to purchase larger amounts
of crude oil, at a lower price
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MEMBERS NEWSFLASH

The operation of Phase Shifting Transformers (PST) on the
southern Polish–German interconnection has been started by
electricity TSOs from both countries, PSE and 50Hertz. The full
commissioning of the first stage of the project is planned by
PSE in May. At this stage, four PSTs have been installed at the
Polish substation in Mikułowa, on the southern Polish–Ger-
man interconnection between Mikułowa and Hagenwerder.
The second stage involves the commissioning of further PSTs
at the substation in Vierraden (Germany), together with the
upgrade of the line to Krajnik (Poland) , from the current 220
kV voltage level to 380 kV. As a result of these investments,
cross-border trading possibilities are expected to increase. (JJ)

PGE, Poland’s largest energy group, has started a tender
procedure as regards new desulphurisation and denitrifica-
tion installations within two boilers, at a CHP plant in Lublin
Wrotków, Eastern Poland. The investment is a part of PGE’s
extensive modernisation programme, aimed at the fulfilment
of stringent environmental standards and the extension of
the power units’ production capacity. It should be noticed
that, over recent years, PGE plants have lowered the emis-
sions of sulphur oxides by 80 percent, nitrogen oxides by 40
percent, and dusts by 97 percent. Furthermore, by 2020, the
company plans to have spent nearly EUR 4 billion on further
emission reductions and energy efficiency raising projects. (JJ)

PSE sets a milestone in power flow 
regulation between Poland and Germany

PGE to modernise its
CHP plant in Lublin 

The mine was acquired by Tauron, Poland’s largest power
distributor, on December the 31st, 2015. According to Remi-
giusz Nowakowski, the company’s chief executive, the launch
of a new wall is the first step towards rebuilding the facility’s
full production capacities. “By the end of the year, we plan to
have the mine fully integrated within our production division.
This will allow us to gain a synergy effect,” Mr. Nowakowski
proclaimed. The wall is 248 metres long. It is equipped with
161 mechanised longwall sections, as well as a shearer loader
and a dynamic wall crusher. The wall has a production poten-
tial of 4,000 tonnes of high-quality coal per day. Full produc-
tion from this wall is planned to reach 643,000 tonnes. (JJ)

Tauron launches the first wall
in the Nowe Brzeszcze coal mine

Hrvatska elektroprivreda (HEP), Croatia’s largest energy
group, has just issued a report, which – for the first time –
outlines an exhaustive story on its sustainability . The docu-
ment describes the company’s influence, impacts, and stake-
holder involvements throughout various reporting aspects.

The data covers 99 indicators, which makes it the most ex-
tensive report issued in Croatia, as acknowledged by G4 (the
Global Reporting Initiative).

The report closely follows the G4 guidelines, in accor-
dance with the core option, and includes sector disclosures
for electric utilities. Company officials have stated that market
and environmental aspects were especially challenging,
whilst preparing the report. As Croatia’s major business
player, HEP's impact is enormous in both fields, particularly
when it comes to values. That is why the publication reports
all significant data related to customer relations, quality of ser-
vice, and supply chain influence.

The environmental chapter covers 24 indicators in the
areas of: energy, biodiversity protection, air emissions, mate-
rials, water and waste-water management, waste, and invest-
ments in environmental protection. This makes the report a
‘must read’ for customers, business partners, creditors, certifi-
cation agencies, interest groups, and NGOs. The report is
available at: http://www.hep.hr/hep/en/publications/HEP_2013_
14_Sustainability.pdf. (JJ)

HEP publishes its first
sustainability report
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New preliminary questions concerning the energy
sector raised before the European Court of Justice:

C-556/15 Fondul Proprietatea SA 
Question concerns participation of the state controlled

company (Complexul Energetic Oltenia SA) in the capital
of the project company Hidro Tarnița SA, whose object is
to construct and operate the Tarnita-Lapustesti hydroelec-
tric power station. The legal problem is whether such a
measure constitutes State aid to the producers of wind
and photovoltaic energy (the declared aim of the project is
to guarantee optimal conditions for the installation of

greater capacity in the power stations which produce
those types of energy) . If the answer is in the affirmative,
was such State aid subject to the obligatory notification
laid down in Article 108(3) TFEU.

C-4/16 J.D. v. Polish Energy Regulatory Office
Interpretation of the term “hydropower” as a renewa-

ble energy source, set out in Article 2(a) of Directive 2009/
28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy in conjun-
ction with Article 5(3) thereof and recital 30 in the prea-
mble thereto. Shall “hydropower” to be interpreted as rela-
ting only to energy produced by a hydroelectric power sta-
tion using the downward flow of inland surface waters,
including rivers, or as relating also to energy produced in a
hydroelectric power station (which is not a pure pumped-
storage or mixed-power station) sited at the point of dis-
charge of industrial waste water from another plant.

Prepared by Wardynski & Partners,
CEEP member

THE COURT OF JUSTICE
OF THE EU

Peter Whiley
Specialist, Grupa LOTOS (CEEP member)

Under a radical, new plan to tackle climate change by 
phasing out the use of natural gas, UK households would 
turn to pure hydrogen to heat their homes and cook their 
meals. Currently, more than 80% of UK homes use natural 
gas for these purposes.

The city of Leeds would be piloted in a scheme to convert
the entire gas network , including all domestic gas boilers and
cookers. The cost of turning Leeds into a “hydrogen city”,
would amount to an estimated 2 billion pounds, according to
Northern Gas Networks (NGN), which is the leading gas com-
pany in Northern England, and has received funding from
energy regulator, Ofgem, to develop the idea.

NGN hopes to convert Leeds by 2025–30, and that the
model could then be replicated in other major cities in the
UK. The plan to use hydrogen would certainly help the UK to
achieve its climate change targets, because natural gas con-
sists primarily of methane, which when burnt produces car-
bon dioxide – a greenhouse gas that causes global warming.
The Climate Change Act requires an 80% cut in emissions on
1990 levels by 2050.

Pure hydrogen is more environmentally-friendly than na-
tural gas, as it produces only water and heat when burnt.
However, a key question is: where will the hydrogen come
from? NGN is presently working on re-designing the Leeds
gas net-work, to build a series of “steam methane reformer”
plants around the city. Taking methane from the national gas
grid, and converting it into hydrogen by removing the
carbon, which would be disposed of by using carbon capture
and storage technology, the subsequent hydrogen would

mean-while be transported to households and businesses in
Leeds.

Hydrogen presents no greater risk than methane, accor-
ding to NGN, and residents would pay for the appliance
conversions on a gradual basis through their energy bills ,
rather than paying for one big bill at once. Furthermore, the
gas distribution pipe network infrastructure would only need
minimal modification, as old metal pipes are already being
replaced with plastic ones, which NGN claims are suitable for
carrying hydrogen. Energy analysts also state that sticking
with a form of gas heating would be less disruptive for consu-
mers than converting to other alternatives, and would keep
their costs down.

Mark Horsley, the chief executive of NGN, has declared
hydrogen cities to be a “potential game changer for the de-
carbonisation of energy”. A spokesman for the Energy Net-
works Association agreed that hydrogen, which he called a
“green gas”, had “exciting potential”, and that the Leeds pro-
ject would be a “blueprint for other UK cities”. In the mean-
time, the rest of Europe will look upon developments with
great interest. ■

ANALYSIS

Pure Hydrogen –
a green gas for 
heating homes
in the UK

The City of Leeds
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NEWS FROM THE REGION

Baltic countries plan to restrict
electricity from Belarus' NPP

The three Baltic countries (Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia)
plan to restrict electricity imports from Belarus' nuclear po-
wer plant under construction in Astravyets, some 50 kilo-
metres from Vilnius, Lithuanian Energy Minister, Rokas Ma-
siulis, announced. Lithuanian, Latvian, and Estonian minis-
ters responsible for electricity, will formulate a joint posi-
tion on the project, he added. The Astravyets nuclear po-
wer plant does not meet environmental and nuclear safety
requirements. So, joint measures, which the Baltic count-
ries intend to take, if these requirements remain unmet,
include restricting access for 'unclean' electricity to the Bal-
tic market. Lithuania is the fiercest critic of Belarus' nuclear
power plant project.

Croatia's floating LNG terminal
due in 2018

Croatian Minister, Tomislav Panenic, said that Croatia
intends to complete the construction of a floating LNG
terminal in the northern Adriatic by 2018, and the initial
capacity would be about two bcm of gas annually. "That
does not mean giving up on the land terminal, but at this
point, we believe that we can ensure the stability of the
market with a floating terminal", he asserted.

First hybrid geothermal power plant
in Croatia

Construction works on Croatia's first hybrid geothermal
power plant, for which the European Commission gave
the AAT Geothermal company, a EUR 14.7 million grant in
2014, have been inaugurated in Draskovec near Prelog,
northern Croatia. The project is using state-of-the-art tech-
nology for energy production from geothermal sources,
which will result in clean, green energy, ensuring that the
power plant will produce 18.1 megawatts of electricity and
89 megawatts of heat. The first stage of the project, the
construction of the power plant, will be completed by the
end of 2016.

Bulgaria and Croatia can play key role
in regional energy co-operation

Bulgaria and Croatia may play a key role together in
regional energy co-operation, proclaimed the President of
the Republic of Bulgaria, Rosen Plevneliev, during a joint
press conference with the President of the Republic of
Croatia, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarovic. In his words, each of the
countries in the region should have access to alternative
energy sources, and therefore, setting up both the Euro-
pean Energy Union and the regional energy exchange
market, is a common priority.

Bulgaria Seeks Chinese Investors in Nuclear Power
Bulgaria is looking for a strategic investor to help it

expand its’ nuclear capacities, Energy Minister, Teme-
nuzhka Petkova, told a committee in Parliament. She ex-
plained that Chinese companies are interested in getting
involved in Bulgaria's nuclear sector. She also made it clear
that Sofia will commit itself to a construction project for
nuclear units, only if no state guarantees are required by
the respective company.

Austria's Habau to complete
Bulgaria-Romania gas pipeline

The state gas network operators of Bulgaria and Roma-
nia have signed a contract with Austrian construction firm,

Habau, to complete a delayed interconnector linking the
two Balkan countries, which is aimed at reducing Bulgaria's
dependence on Russian gas imports. Sofia, which gets
more than 90 percent of its gas from Russia's Gazprom, has
looked for alternative suppliers, since Moscow cancelled its
South Stream pipeline project in 2014.

Bulgaria planned to have the 25-km pipeline to Roma-
nia, operational in 2013, but it has been delayed due to
technical problems, experienced by the previous builder in
laying pipes under the Danube River. The Austrian compa-
ny will now have four months to build two kms of the sub-
sea pipeline, and is to have the pipeline operational later
this year. "This contract will give Bulgaria the first intercon-
nector link in its history," declared Bulgarian Energy Minis-
ter, Temenuzhka Petkova. The pipeline will have a maximum
capacity of 1.5 billion cubic metres of gas per year from Ro-
mania.

Six companies submit offers to
use Bulgaria-Greece gas link

Bulgaria's government has received six indicative offers,
to use the capacity of the gas interconnector, that is to be
built between Bulgaria and Greece. Bulgaria and Greece
are currently finalising the first stage of building the Inter-
connector Greece-Bulgaria (IGB), which authorities in Sofia
hope will provide access to the future Southern Gas Corri-
dor and reduce dependence on Russian supplies. Constru-
ction is to begin in October, 2016.

Vattenfall sells German lignite assets
to Czech EPH

Czech investor, EPH, has agreed to buy the loss-making
lignite coal mines and associated power plants in Germa-
ny, from the state-owned Swedish utility, Vattenfall, as it
gambles on a recovery in European power prices. The sale,
which still needs to be approved by the Swedish govern-
ment, would reduce Vattenfall's electricity output by about
30%, but also cut its carbon emissions by about 70%,
making it one of the greenest utilities in Europe, the
Swedish company claimed.

Gas interconnection point between
Ukraine and Slovakia becomes bi-directional

The Slovak gas pipeline system operator, Eustream, has
report that, starting from the 1st of April, 2016, the inter-
connection point Budince – between Ukraine and Slovakia
has become bi-directional, with entry capacity from Ukra-
ine towards the system of Eustream. It is reported that a
maximum daily entry capacity on a firm basis, in the
direction from Ukraine, is 19 million cubic metres per day.

Third phase of Latvia's Kurzeme Ring
transmission network will cost EUR 110.53 mln

The winner in Latvian Augstspriegumu Tikls power
transmission system operator's procurement for the third
phase of the transmission network project, Kurzeme Ring,
is the consortium, LEC, RECK Un Empower, for EUR 110.53
million, the company LETA reported. The consortium con-
sists of Latvian companies, LEC and Reck and the Latvian
branch of the foreign company Empower.

The third phase of the project provides for completion
of the Kurzeme Ring construction with the section:
Ventspils – Tume – Imanta, creating a solid basis for a stab-
le and reliable electricity supply section. The whole Kurze-
me Ring project is planned to be completed by the end of
2018.
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Jakub Przyborowicz
Co-ordinator of European Institutions’ Affairs, CEEP

On the 22nd of April, thanks to the courtesy of the 
Chairman of the ITRE Committee, Mr. Jerzy Buzek, CEEP
and FuelsEurope had an opportunity, in the premises of
the European Parliament, to organise a workshop 
dedicated to the EU ETS Reform.

The meeting was directed especially at the Assistants and
Advisors to the Members of the European Parliament. During
the meeting, CEEP and FuelsEurope were able to express
their opinions regarding ETS reform. As for industry, this issue
has become one of the key proposals being now discussed.
So, both organisers decided to focus on the – Myths and
Reality behind the ETS system, in order to explain its actual
position within the European Union’s Climate policy.

The event was moderated together, by Mr. Alessandro
Bartelloni , Policy Director, FuelsEurope, and Jakub Przybo-
rowicz, Co-ordinator, European Institutions’ Affairs, CEEP. After
they explained to the audience who they represent, and gave
some background as to the type of interest group they
constitute, they then outlined the positions of both orga-
nisations in the current discussions and policies regarding the
future formula and shape of the Energy Union.

Mr. Bogdan Janicki, Senior Adviser, CEEP, delivered the
core presentation, commenting on the EU ETS reforms from
the C entral European point of view. Many questions were
raised regarding differences between the EU-17 and EU-11
Member States. At the heart of his presentation was the issue
of counting CO2 emissions per capita, which gives the real

state of play within European Climate policy, and a fairer
understanding of ETS as such. He underlined that concept of
CO2 storage by forests, should be adopted by the EU ETS new
regulations.

Florie Gonsolin, Senior Policy Adviser, FuelsEurope, then
explained the revision of the ETS directive, focusing special
attention on the key implications for preventing carbon leaka-
ge. She explained the backstage process of counting emi-
ssions as a real benchmark position within the proposed
legislation, with a special perspective on the refinery sector. In
her presentation, she provided a vast amount of all the neces-
sary data and figures. It was a chance to acquire some extra-
ordinary knowledge, review ETS policy and its complicated
formula, and receive an understating of the whole process.

There was plenty of discussion and both organising
parties were able to open up a meaningful dialogue with the
large audience, regarding a true understanding of ETS reform.
All participants were informed that the meeting would be
followed up with delivery to them of all provided materials,
including transcripts of the presentations. ■

REPORT

Alessandro 
Bartelloni
Policy Director, 
FuelsEurope

CEEP and FuelsEurope
workshop dedicated 
to the EU ETS Reform

The forests as a storage of CO2 
should be included in the ETS 
from 2020. More EU funds 
should go for new technologies 
and innovations in those 
Member States, where GDP
per capita is below 60% of the 
EU average. Each Member State 
should be allowed to freely 
shape its national energy-mix

Bogdan 
Janicki
Senior Adviser, 
CEEP

The EU refineries provide 
economic value to our
society, as well as quality jobs 
and technological leadership.
They are essential for the 
security of oil products supply. 
The relocation of EU refineries 
abroad results in carbon 
leakage, that is higher global 
GHG emissions
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Alexandru Zegrea
Consultant, Pflüger International

The 72nd Energy Dialogue at the Reichstag discussed
the topic: ‘Renewables and Natural Gas – Climate Partners 
of the Energiewende?’ and was held at the invitation of 
Prof. Dr. Friedbert Pflüger, Mr. Janusz Reiter, and CEEP
on March the 14th, 2016.

Dr. Ludwig Möhring, CEO, WINGAS GmbH, opened the
event, stating that the path to CO2 emissions reduction can only
be pursued as a co-operation between renewables and conven-
tional electricity generation. The electrification of the transpor-
tation and heating sectors only makes sense, if generation also
becomes cleaner – otherwise, there is just a shift in emissions
towards the generation sector. Germany needs clarity with
respect to the ‘Energiewende’, its efficiency requirements,
and costs. Renewables cannot become an end in themselves,
they can only effectively contribute to Germany’s emission re-
duction goals, in partnership with conventional generation.

Dr. Herrmann Falk, CEO, German Renewable Energy Fe-
deration (BEE) , agreed that it would be desirable to reduce
emissions by increasingly employing gas as a partner of re-
newables in electricity generation. This is particularly true as

transition towards the energy-mix of the future, is not only a
vision any more, but also became this year, in Paris, a clear
mandate. As storage costs subsequently diminish, Dr. Falk is
convinced that renewables will become self-runners, and be
able to independently contribute to the security of supply
and emission reduction.

Dr. Christoph Wolff, Executive Director, European Climate
Foundation, made the point that while for the United States,
due to the shale revolution, the transition to gas as a bridg-
ing-technology remained trade-off-free, in Germany coal still
has the upper hand due to the merit-order system. Despite
the same pattern being desirable in Europe, in order to reach
climate goals, gas would also have to be phased out in 2050.
Therefore, according to Dr. Wolff, renewables and gas are
meant to be climate partners, but not forever. ■

REPORT

The 72nd
Energy Dialogue
at the Reichstag

The European Steel Association (EUROFER) held the sixth 
European Steel Day. The theme of this year’s event was 
“Building a Future as Strong as Steel”, which captured the 
strategic importance of steel to the EU economy. This event 
coincides with EUROFER’s 40th anniversary and was an 
opportunity for the European steel industry to highlight
its priority challenges. 

Speaking just ahead of the 2016 European Steel Day,
EUROFER President Geert Van Poelvoorde said, “Our top prio-
rities are: dealing with global overcapacity – particularly in
China; the modernisation of Europe’s Trade Defence Instru-
ments (TDI); No granting of Market Economy Status (MES) to
China until the country meets the EU’s market economy cri-
teria, an effective and pro-competitive revision of the Euro-
pean Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) and the crea-
tion of a circular economy in Europe that accounts for the
permanent and 100% recyclable properties of steel”.

Mr. Van Poelvoorde’s comments came just days after an
OECD symposium on excess capacity and structural adjust-

ment in the steel sector that EUROFER attended. This OECD
meeting ended inconclusively earlier in the week with a lack
of agreement on a global approach to reducing overcapacity.

“Excess steelmaking capacity is one of the greatest chal-
lenges of our time”, said Mr. Van Poelvoorde. “Global excess
capacity is presently in the order of 700 million tonnes; about
400 million of this is in China. The country’s leaders must face
the reality that their excess capacity is damaging the global
industry’s prospects and is triggering the rollout of tit-for-tat
anti-dumping measures across the world.”

“European steel is globally competitive when faced with a
fair market. In the presently distorted market, we call on
European policy makers to do more to quickly and effectively
defend their strategic steel industry”, emphasised Mr. Van
Poelvoorde. “However, we also remind our Chinese counter-
parts: accountable as they are for the world’s greatest and
widening gap between domestic demand and supply, that it
is their responsibility to commit to meaningful net capacity
reductions and to ensure that state intervention in their steel
sector is put to an end.”

“The situation is very serious,” concluded Mr. Van Poel-
voorde. “All countries’ steel industries are facing real challen-
ges today. What we need is a real commitment from all inter-
national governments, who all have an interest in the sustai-
nability and viability of their steel sectors.” ■

REPORT

European Steel Day
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UPCOMING EVENTS

11
May

2016 ETS reform
and what
it means
for Central
Europe

Dinner-debate, hosted by 
Marian-Jean Marinescu,
MEP, Vice-Chair of EPP

Keynote speakers:
 Christian Holzleitner,

Assistant to the Director-
General for Climate Action 

 Marcin Bodio, CEO, CEEP 
 Jacob Hansen, Director 

General, Fertilizers Europe

Strasbourg
The Members
Restaurant of
the European
Parliament

More information:
jakub.przyborowicz@ceep.be

+32 2 880 72 95

10
May

2016 Bridging 
Europe’s 
energy
divide –
How to link Central
and Western Europe?

Dinner-debate, chaired by
Jerzy Buzek, MEP, President
of the European Energy Forum

Keynote speakers:
 Paweł Olechnowicz, Chairman

of the Board of Directors, CEEP
 Heiko Ammermann, Partner at 

Roland Berger, Adviser to CEEP
 A DG Energy Representative

TBD

Strasbourg
The Members
Restaurant of
the European
Parliament

http://www.google.pl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi-t5Xerq7MAhVFtBQKHY0HAssQjRwIBw&url=http://www.europeanenergyforum.eu/&psig=AFQjCNHAYETiMlhGt8dHcRWb1Pksf-9yGQ&ust=1461830933846366
http://www.google.pl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwi-t5Xerq7MAhVFtBQKHY0HAssQjRwIBw&url=http://www.europeanenergyforum.eu/&psig=AFQjCNHAYETiMlhGt8dHcRWb1Pksf-9yGQ&ust=1461830933846366
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TWEETS OF THE MONTH

Follow CEEP on Twitter
at @CEEP_energy.
Reply, re-tweet, mark as
favourite, join the debate!

Engage with CEEP on
LinkedIn and contribute
to shaping a network of 
energy professionals!
www.linkedin.com/company/
central-europe-energy-partners

18
Apr

2016

23
Apr

2016
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PICTURE OF THE MONTH

NordBalt’s
testing goes
as planned
The 450-km NordBalt power 
interconnection between 
Lithuania and Sweden
has been in trial operation 
since February 2016. This 
picture of a reactor hall
of the converter station in 
Klaipėda, Lithuania (exactly 
the same as the one in 
Nybro, Sweden) was taken 
last autumn. No access is 
possible for people or 
cameras while the station
is in operation.
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Central Europe Energy Partners (CEEP) represents 24 energy and energy-intensive
companies and organisations from six Central European countries, employing over
300,000 workers, with a total annual revenue of more than EUR 50 billion. CEEP is the
first major body to represent the energy sector companies from the region at the EU
level. The aim of CEEP is to strengthen the region’s energy security within the
framework of a common EU energy and energy security policy. CEEP is an interna-
tional non-profit association with its headquarters in Brussels and a branch in Berlin.
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